Training Log – [SDIT]

Date: 12/13/2014
Duration: Vest - 20 minutes

Skills & Evaluation: (1 = unacceptable, 5 = acceptable but needs work, 10 = excellent)

- Vest on/off, walking around - 5
- Treaded stairs - 5
- Leash walking - 5
- Sit - 5

Notes:
He is more comfortable in the vest than the harness. I carried him down the stairs but he walked up calmly. I put the round leather collar on him - he's never worn one before, I think he needs to get used to slight pressure on his neck. Then he will be fine on the leash!

Sit - 5
he quivered orbit at first but rode calmly for 15 minutes.

Date: 12/14
Duration: Leash walking - 5 minutes, Recall - 15 reps, rt. intervals
Cal riding - 2 - 1 hr. trips, Name recognition - often

Skills & Evaluation: (1 = unacceptable, 5 = acceptable but needs work, 10 = excellent)

- Leash walking - 5
- Cal riding - 5
- Recall indoors - 10

Name recognition - 10

Notes:
He is starting to understand the leash. When he stops I wait, give a very gentle leash vibration + let + 
"Let's go," he follows right along.

I carried him into the car - he rode quietly, without for 2 hours with Oboe, I checked on him twice - rode home calmly. I think he was happily surprised to see that we came back. He really likes it here.

Indoor recall - he comes running when I call from another room - wow - he has learned his name!